
English Language Arts: American Reading Company (ARC)
ARC Core® is a K–8 high-quality curriculum, available in English & Spanish, and is designed to
accelerate learning, dramatically improving outcomes for both students and teachers. The
instructional materials and professional learning services underwent a thorough review
process by a national team of experts from EdReports and Rivet Education. ARC Core is backed
by research, additional independent state reviews, and implementation results across the
country.

Math: i-ReadyMath

i-ReadyMathematics is a custom digital and papermath curriculum that provides students of
all ages with differentiated instruction and supports them on their individual paths to success.
Backed by cutting-edge research on best mathematics learning practices, students gain
experience through concrete examples and engaging lessons. This personalizedmath
curriculum features responsive instruction that provides consistent insight into student
understanding and performance, enabling teachers tomonitor their students’ progress and
help them prepare for standards-based assessments and beyond.

Science STEMscopes K-8: STEMscopes believes themost important strategy schools can
use to significantly increase student learning is the quality of instruction. Students
flourish when teachers deeply understand the content, best teaching practices, and the
use of available instructional resources.

Social Studies McGrawHill K-5: IMPACT Social Studies

Student-centered, written to the C3 Framework, grounded in inquiry, and aimed at
developing responsible, active citizens.

Social Studies McGrawHill 6th Grade: Geography and Global Issues

Our deeply connected world is constantly in flux. Give students the opportunity to discover and
experience it via an interdisciplinary approach to geography, population, culture, the
environment, and the economy grounded in rich human stories and perspectives.

Social Studies McGrawHill 7th Grade: World HistoryMiddle School Social Studies

Empower students tomake vital connections between the past and present with a flexible
curriculum that facilitates choice and remains current with regular content updates. Inspire
students to experience history throughmultiple lenses and inquiry as they learn to practice
civil discourse on their way to becoming future-ready citizens.



Social Studies McGrawHill 8th Grade: United States History

Link past to present to help students make sense of their nation andworld through the
lens of history. This inquiry-based curriculum incorporates current events to spark
informed action and empowers students to recognize how history relates to them.

Social-Emotional Learning: Second Step

Intervention Hour: Embeddedwithin the school day is a 45-60minutes of structured
invention time for students to receive support. Intervention hour takes place every
school day. Students are placed in small groups and instructed by teachers that will
differentiate instruction based on their individual needs.

Intervention Programs:

● iReady Reading Intervention
● Study Island
● Exact Path
● IXLMath
● IXL Reading
● FEV Virtual Tutoring


